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LPG. These official service
agents will carry front-line
spares and Taney Distributors
have an extensive range of
spares in stock.

Vaillant Appoints
Taney Distributors
Taney Distributors have been
appointed sole agents in the
R \blic of Ireland for
\
t.
Vaillant are the single largest
manufacturer of its kind in
Europe with exports to over
100 countries from six
factories in Germany.
Taney Distributors are
stocking the entire range of
Vaillant products, the
composition of the portfolio
being as follows:Combi boilers - There are
five models, rated from 32800
BTU to 95500 BTU covering
open flue/balanced flue fan
flued;
Thermo compact boilers There are eight models, rated
from 14300 BTU to 81900
~overing open

A series of installer training
evenings will be held
throughout the country, along
with a consumer-directed
advertising campaign which
will follow later in the heating
season.

flue/balanced flue/fan flued;
Floor-standing cast iron
central heating boilers There are six models, rated
from 102,000 BTU to 320,000
BTU.
Sink water heaters - There
are eight models,
incorporating swing spouts or
remote control and covering
high pressure or low pressure.
Multipoint water heaters There are five models, 60,000
to 95,000 BTU and covering
open or balanced flue.
A full range of room
thermostats, thermostatic
radiator valves and boiler
accessories is also available.
Service has been the key to
Vaillant's success and Taney
Distributors have appointed

The new Vaillant Combicompact
for gas central heating plus
domestic hot water. This is but
one of an extensive range of
technically-advanced V-aillant
boilers now available from Taney
Distributors.

12 offiCial service agents
throughout the country who
have already undertaken a
comprehensive training course
with Vaillant in the UK,
covering both natural gas and

The Combi type boiler, with
instantaneous hot water and
full central heating, now
accounts for 75% of all
domestic central heating
boilers sold on the continent.
In the UK they account for
25% of all domestic central
heating boiler sales while the
Irish market will undoubtably
expand in the coming months.
In recent years more installers
are looking for a compact
central heating boiler which
includes the system pump,
pressure vessel and system
by-pass. Vaillant's ThermoCompact range fully meets
this requirement.

KLA AIR HANDLING FROM ABB-FLAKT

Interclima '91
Interclima '91, the 12th
international exhibition of
heating, refrigeration and air
conditioning, will be held from
12th to 16th November 1991
at the Porte de Versailles
Exhibition Centre in Paris.
Continued on page 2

MYSON'S COMING

OF AGE
ABB FLAKT -- KLA air handling unit with unique in-built air flow measuring device. This high-quality
unit is suitable for a wide variety of applications and is backed-up by in-house computerised design.
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• Incorporating Irish Heating & Ventilating
News.
Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
T Mechanical Engineering & Building
"
es Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating.
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.

Mitsubishi Ireland celebrates its 10th anniversary.
PAGE 9
REFRIGERATION
Declan Fitzmaurice gives a brief history of ammonia and examines the
factors affecting the sUitability of ammonia as a refrigerant.
PAGE 31
ADVANCE SALES LEADS

Advance information on new construction projects nationwide - all
potential leads for contractors. sub-contractors and suppliers.
PAGE 36
IDHENEWS
1992 - The European Challenge: A preview of the IDHE 11th Biennial
Convention.
PAGE 38
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MYSON CELEBRATES 21 YEARS IN IRELAND
To mark Myson's 21st birthday celebrations. this month's
BSNews carries a 20-page. full-colour supplement which
charts the company's growth since its formation in 1970.
details its extensive product portfolio and outlines its
ambitious plans for the future.
See page 11
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Shearveil Invitation
Following their relatively
recent appointment as
Shearveil air curtains'
distributor throughout the
Republic of Ireland, BSS
Ireland has now installed the
system in quite a number of
projects. These include UCD,
Belfield; McGee & Co,
clothing manufacturer,
Donegal; Arnott's new shop
in Stillorgan Shopping Centre,
Dublin; AlB, Inchicore,
Dublin; and of course at its
own premises in Dublin's
South Circular Road where
Shearveil has been installed
at the trade counter.
Shearveil air curtains are
designed for use in premises

A Warm
where doors are kept open or
in frequent use, especially in
winter. They protect against
temperature loss by passing a
curtain of warm air across the
door opening, thereby acting
as an effective barrier to the
intrusion of cold air. The
warm air is then recycled to
achieve cost and energy
efficiency.
Manufactured to BS
standards, Shearveil air
curtains come in two ranges
- type LP and type HP. They
are ideally suited for
applications such as shops,
reception areas, hospitals and
shopping precincts.

Interclima 191
Continued from front cover

Stands will be set out in the five major sectors of
environmental control as follows:o Heating - Multi-energy boilers, burners, radiators,
convectors, heat recovery systems, new energies, pumps,
valves and fittings for environmental control. tools;

o Hot Water production;
o Refrigeration - Machinery and equipment for industrial
refrigeration, compressors, condensation and liquid
cooling units, etc;
Air Conditioning - Air conditioning and air treatment
equipment, exchangers, fans, fJlters, air ducts and
diffusers;
Regulation, measurement, control- Energy
management systems and equipment.
Special topics will be covered such as renewable energy,
environment, health, ergonomics, aestethics, comfort, etc.
Various seminars and special attractions will go deeper
into these topics.
A group tour to Interclima has been arranged through CoOp Travel of the Irish Farm Centre, Bluebell, Dublin 12.

Planning and
Environmental
Law

October and ending 10
December next.
The course is specifically
designed for property
developers, project managers
and their advisors.
Information from the Project
Manager, University Industry
Progr~me, UCD, Dublin 4.
Tel: 2830644.

An intensive course entitled
"Property Development:
Planning and Environmental
Law Issues" will be run over
nine evening sessions
commencing the Tuesday 15
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
2 BSNews, September 1991
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SFP 2000 - The
Plumbers' Pipe
SFP 2000 from Sanbra Fyffe is an easily-installed, costeffective, energy-saving alternative piping in polypropylene,
designed specifically for use with hot and cold water
services and central heating systems.
It was the subject of a recent IDHE technical evening in

Dublin at which consultant Jinuny Rush presented a
paper. Approximately 30 people were in attendance and,
while much was learned from the presentation proper, it
was, perhaps, the very lively question and answer session
which followed which was most instructive.
Indeed, such was the post-presentation interest shown by
those present that John Darcy, Managing Director of
Sanbra Fyffe, is preparing a feature-length article on SFP
2000 which will be published in the October issue of
BSNews.

Clima 2000
Call for
Papers
A call for papers has been
announced by the committee
organising Clima 2000, to be
held in London from 1 to 3
November 1993. This
international conference will
be the third in a series of
quadrennial events covering
the whole of engineering
systems within buildings.
The 1993 conference is being
organised by CIBSE in the UK
on behalf of REHVA (the
Federation of European
Heating and VenWating
Associations). It is being
sponsored by ASHRAE
(American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers), HR
(International Institute of
Refrtgeration) and CIB (Comite
International du Batiment). A
major heating and venWating
exhibition to run in
conjunction with the
conference is being planned.
The theme of the event is
Engineering the Built
Environment. Papers are
being sought on design,
operation and maintenance
across the range of building

services with particular
emphasis on environmental
issues, human safety and
performance, efficiency and
economy and education and
training.
Abstracts should be
apprOximately 300 words in
length in English, French or
German. They must be
received by 1 April 1992. Full
papers for refereeing will be
required by 1 November 1992.
To obtain an offiCial form for
submission contact Anne
Gibbins at CIBSE, Delta
House, 222 Balham Hig
Road, London SW12 9BS.
03-081 675 5211.

New
Kitchen
Association
The kitchen business has
suffered considerable
vicissitudes over the last
decade. Quite a number of
well-known names, both in
manufactUring and retailing,
have gone out of business.
Unhappily, in some instances
where firms of individual
supporters have gone out of
business, their customers
have suffered as well. The
result has been quite an

4
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INTERCLIMA

12th WORLD-WIDE HEATING, REFRIGERATING
AND AIR-CONDITIONING FORUM
12th-16th November 1991
PARIS- PORTE DE VERSAILLES- FRANCE

IN 1989:
50000 m2
1003 exhibitors

109545 visitors
106 countries

The admission fee for the BATIMATjlNTERCLlMA '91
trade exhibition is 22 £1.
You can get in for a lot less!
All you have to do is to complete and return the
application below and you will receive an invitation
card at the reduced cost of only 6 £1.
Save time: it gives immediate access without having to wait at BATIMATj
INTERCLlMA and the other European building exhibitions.
Save mone ~ you will save 16 £1 on the cost of your entrance.
APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL RATE INVITATION CARD
To be return to: PROMOSALONS - French Trade Exhibition - French Embassy
Marine House - Clanwilliam Court, Clanwilliam Place - Dublin 2 - IRELAND
Tel: 1/612535 - Fax: 1/617291
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

_

Occupation:
Company:

~---------------------

Town:
Tel.:
Please send:

0

Adress:

_

Country:
Fax:

_
_

A special rate invitation card 0 INTERCLlMA 0 INTERCLlMA brochure.
0 INTERCLlMA lend-October) cost Ilncludlng postage): 13 £1.

o The Dublin,
Official Catalogue
Published by ARROW@TU
1991
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Shearveil Invitation
Following their relatively
recent appointment as
Shearveil air curtains'
distributor throughout the
Republic oflreland. BSS
Ireland has now installed the
system in quite a number of
projects. These include UCD.
Belfield; McGee & Co.
clothing manufacturer.
Donegal; Arnott's new shop
in Stillorgan Shopping Centre.
Dublin; AlB. Inchicore.
Dublin; and of course at its
own premises in Dublin's
South Circular Road where
Shearveil has been installed
at the trade counter.
Shearveil air curtains are
designed for use in premises

A Warm
where doors are kept open or
in frequent use. especially in
winter. They protect against
temperature loss by passing a
curtain of warm air across the
door opening. thereby acting
as an effective barrier to the
intrusion of cold air. The
warm air is then recycled to
achieve cost and energy
efficiency.
Manufactured to BS
standards. Shearveil air
curtains come in two ranges
- type LP and type HP. They
are ideally suited for
applications such as shops.
reception areas. hospitals and
shopping precincts.

Interclima 191
Continued from front cover

Stands will be set out in the five major sectors of
environmental control as follows:Heating - Multi-energy boilers. burners. radiators.
convectors. heat recovery systems. new energies. pumps.
valves and fittings for environmental control. tools;
o Hot Water production;

o Refrigeration -

Machinery and equipment for industrial
refrigeration. compressors. condensation and liquid
cooling units. etc;
Air Conditioning - Air conditioning and air treatment
equipment. exchangers. fans. fIlters. air ducts and
diffusers;
o Regulation. measurement. control - Energy
management systems and eqUipment.

Special topics will be covered such as renewable energy.
environment. health. ergonomics. aestethics. comfort. etc.
Various seminars and special attractions will go deeper
into these topics.
A group tour to Interclima has been arranged through CoOp Travel of the Irish Farm Centre. Bluebell. Dublin 12.

Planning and
Environmental
Law
An intensive course entitled

"Property Development:
Planning and Environmental
Law Issues" will be run over
nine evening sessions
commencing the Tuesday 15

October and ending 10
December next.
The course is specifically
designed for property
developers. project managers
and their advisors.
Information from the Project
Manager, University Industry
Programme, UCD, Dublin 4.
Tel: 2830644.

2 BSNews, September 1991
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SFP 2000 - The
Plumbers' Pipe
SFP 2000 from Sanbra Fyffe is an easily-installed, costeffective. energy-saving alternative piping in polypropylene.
designed specifically for use with hot and cold water
services and central heating systems.
It was the subject of a recent IDHE technical evening in

Dublin at which consultant Jimmy Rush presented a
paper. Approximately 30 people were in attendance and,
while much was learned from the presentation proper, it
was, perhaps, the very lively question and answer session
which followed which was most instructive.
Indeed. such was the post-presentation interest shown by
those present that John Darcy, Managing Director of
Sanbra Fyffe. is preparing a feature-length article on SFP
2000 which will be published in the October issue of ~
BSNews.

Clima 2000
Call for
Papers
A call for papers has been
announced by the committee
organising Clima 2000, to be
held in London from 1 to 3
November 1993. This
international conference will
be the third in a series of
quadrennial events covering
the whole of engineering
systems within buildings.
The 1993 conference is being
organised by CIBSE in the UK
on behalf of REHVA (the
Federation of European
Heating and VenWating
Associations). It is being
sponsored by ASHRAE
(American Society of Heating.
Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers). HR
(International Institute of
Refrigeration) and CIB (Comite
International du Batiment). A
major heating and ventilating
exhibition to run in
conjunction with the
conference is being planned.
The theme of the event is
Engineering the Built
Environment. Papers are
being sought on design.
operation and maintenance
across the range of building

•

services with particular
emphasis on environmental
issues, human safety and
performance. efficiency and
economy and education and
training.
Abstracts should be
apprOximately 300 words in
length in English. French or
German. They must be
received by 1 April 1992. Full
papers for refereeing will be
reqUired by 1 November 1992.
To obtain an official form for
submission contact Anne
Gibbins at CIBSE, Delta
House. 222 Balham Hig
Road, London SW12 9BS.
03-081 6755211.

New
Kitchen
Association
The kitchen business has
suffered conSiderable
vicissitudes over the last
decade. QUite a number of
well-known names. both in
manufactUring and retailing.
have gone out of business.
Unhappily. in some instances
where fmns of individual
supporters have gone out of
business. their customers
have suffered as well. The
result has been qUite an
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I
TERCLIMA
12th WORLD-WIDE HEATING, REFRIGERATING
AND AIR-CONDITIONING FORUM
12th-16th November 1991
PARIS- PORTE DE VERSAILLES- FRANCE

IN 1989:
50000 m 2
1003 exhibitors
109545 visitors
106 countries

The admission fee for the BATIMAT/INTERCLlMA '91
trade exhibition is 22 £1.
You can get in for a lot less!
All you have to do is to complete and return the
application below and you will receive an invitation
card at the reduced cost of only 6 £1.
Save time: it gives immediate access without having to wait at BATIMAT/
INTERCLlMA and the other European bUilding exhibitions.
Save mone .; you will save 16 £1 on the cost of your entrance.
APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL PROFESSIONAl. RATE INVITATION CARD
To be return to: PROMOSALONS - French Trade Exhibition - French Embassy
Marine House - Clanwilliam Court, Clanwilliam Place - Dublin 2 - IRELAND
Tel: 1/612535 - Fax: 1/617291
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

_
~---------------------

Occupation:
Company:
Town:

~Adress:

Country:
Fax:

Tel.:
Please send:

D
D

_
_
_

A special rate invitation card D INTERClIMA D INTERClIMA brochure.
The Official Catalogue D INTERClIMA (end-Octoberl cost (including postagel; 13 £I.
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TRADE NEWS
amount of adverse publicity
for the kitchen sector
generally.
Consequently some of the
most established people in the
retail kitchen business have
now got together to form the
Kitchen Professionals
Association. One of the prime
aims of the Association is the
setting and implementation of
standards for the fitted
kitchen industry and the
retail trade.
The formation of the
Association is a responsible
and intelligent decision on the
part of the professionals
concerned perhaps their next
step should be to forge closer
links with other
representative bodies in allied
complementary industry
sectors.

Irish Estates
Management
Contract
The third property
management contract to be
awarded in Dublin's
International Financial
Services Centre has been won
by Irish Estates
(Management) .
The latest three-year contract,
won in competitive tender,
commences immediately and
is for the North Block, a 7storey-over-ground atrium
building comprising 110,000
sq ft. (9,900 sq m) of hightechnology office space.
Announcing the contract,
Irish Estates' Chief ExecutiveDesignate, Larry Kane, said:

"Together with the Harbour
Master 1 and 2 contracts,
awarded by Arthur Andersen
and McCann Fitzgerald last
month, Irish Estates is now

"Green" Environmental
Certificates
Two office projects being managed by Irish Estates
(Management) Ltd are the first in Ireland to be awarded
BREEAM Certificates for environmental quality in new office
designs.
Irish Life Assurance Plc's new investments head office at
Beresford Place, Dublin and Blocks A, C and D in its
George's Quay development have been awarded Building
Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Metho
(BREEAM) Certificates, which evaluate a variety of factors
that affect the global, neighbourhood and indoor
environment.
The BREEAM method, developed in the UK by the BRE and
launched in July last year, assesses new offices at the
design stage on 11 environmental issues in the following
categories:
Global - Global warming; Ozone depletion; Rainforest
destruction; Resource depletion.
Neighbourhood - Legionnaires' disease; Local wind effects;
Re-use of existing site.
Indoor - Legionnaire's disease; Lighting; Indoor air quality:
Hazardous materials.

Season
Control
Training
A WARM INVITATION TO BEAT THE CHILLING COST OF WINTER
In commercial premises where doors are kept open or are frequently In use
during winter. Shearveil air curtains are the cost-effective way to maintain
a comfortable interior environment. Shearveil air curtains protect against
temperature loss by passing a curtain of warm air across the door opening,
which acts as an effective barrier to the Intrusion of cold air. The warm
air is then recycled to achieve cost and energy efficiency. The Shearveil
LP and HP ranges are ideal for applications such as shops. reception areas,
hospitals and shopping precincts. Attractive In appearance and easy to fit,
Shearveil air curtains are entirely manufactured in the UK and precision
engineered to British Standards to guarantee a long and trouble-free life.
On-aite Mf'rice
and "...'nteNnce

H..........

tow·noIM''''

Surlaceor
wcMd mounting
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BSS
IRELAND

White Heather Industrial Estate,
301 South Circular Road Road, Dublin 8.
Tel: 01 - 541966; Fax: 01 - 541017.
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the property manager for
230,000 sq ft (20,700 sq m) of
high-technology office space
in Dublin International
Financial Services Centre.

In June of this year we
reported on the launch of
Season Control's new Pall
insulation duct system. Since
then there have been some
further developments.
On the 30 August a new
training course was completed
and there are now six new Pall
installers added to the
existing list. The main aim of
this course was to recruit
companies outside the Dublin
area.
To-date six contracts have
been completed using the Pall
system. The largest project
was carried out in Derry and
involved 3,660 sq ft of Pall

material.
In Dublin Applied Magnet
were the first people to use
the product and they have
installed a clean room with a
duct system manufactured
from Pall, using 2,000 sq ft of
material on the project. The
air system involved included
40ft long, 900mm x 900mm
supply air header,
manufactured from the
material.

HVAC
System
Noise
Control
Despite the addition of sound
trap and duct liners in
Coctinued on page 8
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The Vaillant range of
wall-hung gas boilers

COMBlcompact
- Europe's no 1 combination boiler
•
•

--...... .
-- ....

•

Quick and simple to install
Versatile flue accessories allow installation almost
anywhere
Modulating burner for economical performance

THERMOcompact
- with all the extras built-in

......
--.........

•
""'"

""

l.

,.......

•
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241JJ6UUl
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-AI VC-modets SUIt vented and unvented hol Wilier storage systems

Gas central heating and hot water supply
COMB........ hnll·hungl

gggrJrJ
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Pump, bypass, air vent and full sealed system
equipment already factory fitted, wired and tested
Saves you money and reduces installation time

All appliances available in LPG
For further information
contact:

~~i

OVaillanl
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BTU GOLFING NEWS

BTU

Outings

Castle Outing
Sponsor Finlieat
Overall Winner
Tom Noone 46Pts.

(H: 12 )

Class 1
1st - Joe Hogan (H:9)
39Pts; 2nd - Frank Mullins
(H: 10) 39Pts; 3rd - Liam
Stenson (H: 11) 37Pts.

Captain's Day - Tony Gillen, winner Class I, with John Ennis, BTU
Captain and Brendan Stack of BSS, sponsors on the day.

Class 2

Front Nine

1st - Joe Warren (H: 12)
45Pts; 2nd - Michael
Curley (H: 12) 39Pts;
Vincent Dowling (H: 17)
37Pts.

1st - Sean Smith (H: 15)
22pts; 2nd - Brendan
Bracken (H: 15) 21pts.

Class 3
1st - M Hannon (H: 19)
40pts; 2nd - J Nolan (H:
18) 37pts; 3rd - Tim
O'Flaherty (H:21) 37pts.

Back Nine
1st - D O'Gorman (H:20)
21 pts; 2nd - R Byrne
(H: 14) 20pts.

Sponsor
BSS Ireland
Overall
M Matthews (H:9) 41pts.

Class 1

Visitors
1st - Joe Dolan (H: 16)
47pts; 2nd - Fergus
Redmond (H:20) 43pts; 3rd
- Brendan O'Rielly (H: 16)
38pts.

Captain's Day
-D. Laoghaire

Below:Captain's Day - Michael
Matthews, winner, Captain's
Prize, with BTU Captain John
Ennis and Brendan Stack, BSS
Ireland, sponsors on the day.

1st - Tony Gillen (H: 12)
40pts; 2nd - John Lavelle
(H: 11) 39 pts; 3rd - John
Ennis (H: 12) 39pts.

Class 2
1st Sean Smith - (H: 15)
34pts; T O'Leary (H: 15)
34pts; J Littlefield (H: 15)
33pts.

Class 3
1st - John Fitzgerald (H:
18) 39pts; 2nd - M Murphy
(H:24) 37pts; 3rd - P
Delaney (H: 17) 36 pts.

Visitors
T Kavanagh 40pts; N Keogh
39pts.

Back 9
1st - Des O'Sullivan 20pts;
2nd - M Morrissey 19 pts.

Front 9
1st - E Cullen 23pts; 2nd
- P Dunphy 22pts.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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BUSINESS PROFILE

MITSUBISHI
EXPANSION PLANS
UNVEILED

"It is the next 10
years which will
be the most
cri ical and
ting. Our
turnover has gone
from £1 million in
1981 to more than
£20 million this
year. The
challenge now
facing us is to see
that that level of
growth is
maintained and
maybe even
improved on in
the coming
years".

While some might find it surprising that a high-level
deputation of senior Mitsubishi Electric executives
toured Ireland recently looking at potential sites for an
air conditioning manufacturing plant, Fergus Madigan,
Managing Director of the company's Irish firm - and
also a director of the UK operation - takes it all in his
stride.
Indeed, it was who who was instrumental in arranging
the trip which included discussions with lOA
representatives. It is a measure of Madigan's standing
within the Mitsubishi organisation that he should be in a
position to exert such influence.

Michael Sheehan, Manager, Air Conditioning
Division

This year sees Mitsubishi Electric Ireland celebrate its
10th anniversary. Madigan was the founding director,
a unique achievement by any standards given that he
was the first ever non-Japanese person to head up a
Mitsubishi company.

"Partners in Progress" is the nature of the business
relationship between these appointees and Mitsubishi
Electric, the idea being that dedicated commitment on
the part of the parties concerned will inevitably lead to
success for all.

Initially, the company concentrated on consumer
appliances. However, having attained the No 1
position in that sector, Madigan turned his attention to
other industry categories. Air conditioning was one
such area.

The distributor network receives support on all levels of
operation, from the provision of quality, innovative
products right through to marketing and promotional
campaigns for the brand. They can also avail of a
business advisory service which, in effect, devising and
assists with the implementation of a professional
business management strategy.

In the space of just a few short years Mitsubishi has
become a major player in the Irish air conditioning
sector. Michael Sheehan heads up the company's AC
Division and controls a network of appointed
dealers/installers strategically located throughout the
entire country.
These include Tempar Lld in Dublin; Frescold Services
Lld in Waterford; Bel-Air Refrigeration in Belfast;
Coolrite Refrigeration in Baileboro, Co Cavan;
Thompson Air Systems in Mallow, Co Cork; Whiriskey
Refrigeration in Claregalway, Co Galway; and
Refrigeration Engineering Lld in Kilkenny.

That Mitsubishi Electric is in a position to provide this
level of support is hardly surprising. It is after all part of
worldwide conglomerate of 28 core businesses with a
combined turnover of more than $200 billion.
The significance of this figure is perhaps better
understood when one realises that it represents 1% of
the world's total GNP. Further simplified, this means
that for every £100 spent worldwide, £1 goes to
Mitsubishi.
Whether or not the AC manufacturing plant comes off,
the company's intentions for Ireland are obviously for
the long term. Just recently plans for the erection of a
40,000 sq ft, purpose-designed headquarters complex
were approved with construction scheduled to
commence this month.
This project - standing on over 3.5 acres - will
house the entire Mitsubishi Electric operation and bring
all facets of the company's activities under the one
roof. Warehousing, offices, stores and the spare parts
and service divisions will all be housed within the
complex.

Dan Flinter, Executive Director, lOA with Keiji Daimon, General Manager,
Mitsubishi Electric Shizouka Works, Japan; Fergus Madigan, Managing
Director, Mitsubishi Electric, Ireland; and Seigo Nishino, Deputy Chairman,
Mitsubishi Electric (UK).
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"While the last 10 years have obviously been
challenging and indeed rewarding", says Fergus
Madigan, "it is the next 10 years which will be the most
critical and exciting. Our turnover has gone from £1
million in 1981 to more than £20 million this year. The
challenge now facing us is to see that that level of
growth is maintained and maybe even improved on in
the coming years".
BSNews, September 1991 7
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PRESSURE. TEMPERATURE. HUMIDITY
SENSORS. SWITCHES. CONTROLS
LEVEL. FLOW

Differential air pressure transducer switches
for use on filters etc.

Continued from page 6

The gUide, developed from the

results of ASHRAE-sponsored
research, presents relevant
information to help engineers,
architects and contractors
develop project designs that
avoid HVAC system noise and
vibration. It includes design
gUidelines to be addressed
dUring a project's design
phases; gives gUidelines for
the submittal review and
construction phases; and
addresses troubleshooting
HVAC eqUipment.

ISO 9000 -

the Book!

building designs, complaints
about heating, ventilating,
and air-conditioning system
noise and vibration are still
common.
A new manual offers practical
gUidelines for the design and
installation of qUiet HVAC
systems along with methods
for investigating and
troubleshooting existing noise
and vibration problems.

Brian Rothery's book - ISO 9000 - is the first to be published
on the subject. Its timely availability comes as companies
preparing for the conditions of the EC market after 1 Jan
1993. It tells managers how to go about preparing for, and
installing a quality management system, to meet the
reqUirements of the Standard.
Brian Rothery has been producing business and technical
books for the international market from Ireland for more than
20 years. These have covered such subjects as computers,
systems analyses, Ireland's entry to the EC, Management and
Irish entrepreneurs.

Paddle type water and air flow switches

He is a full-time author and technical journalist and writes for
the Sunday Business Post, The Irish Independent, and a
number of Irish and international technical magazines.

Radiant
Heatingl
Cooling
Design

Immersion thermostats many temperature ranges
manual, Auto reset, dual and single.

The most important
consideration in designing
radiant heating and cooling
system for industrial
buildings is the surface-to-air
design process, according to
research recently completed
by ASHRAE.

Full range of modulating and on-off motors in stock
including the new NM230 range and spring return.

AGENTS FOR:-

11
Electro
Controls Limited

BELIMO

AVAILABLE EX·STOCK .
CATOLOGUE & PRICE LIST AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

WYJ OODLEIGH LlJlnITED
Ballingat~,

Carnew, CQ. Wicklow.
Tel: (055) 26384. Fax: (055) 26523.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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The purpose of "A Study to
Determine Methods for
Designing Radiant Heating
and Cooling Systems" was to
obtain design data and
relevant manufactures' data
concerning the design
procedure for these systems.
The study determined that
I designers should concentrate
I on surface-to-air
considerations rather than the
means used to obtain the
heated surface temperature.

Larry Kane has been appointed
Chief Executive (Designate) of
Irish Estates (Management) Ltd.
He will succeed Brendan
McLoughlin, who is to retire in
December this year after 40 years
service to the company. He is
Honorary Secretary of the
Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers' Republic of
Ireland Branch, and a committee
member of the Irish Property
Managers Association.
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REFRIGi ERA.TIC>N
With the massive
promotional effort
behind the introduction
of the new ozonefriendly refrigerants and
the less harmful of the
existing crop of
fluorocarbons. Declan
Fitzmaurice of ThermoLogic takes a look at
ammonia in an attempt
to redress the
imbalance. In the
following article. he
gives a brief history of
Ammonia. and examines
the factors affecting the
suitability of ammonia
as a refrigerant.

Ammonia As A
Refrigerant
After Joule demonstrated the
principle of changing the
temperature of a gas by altering its
pressure, a Professor Piazzi
Smythe became one of the fIrst to
propose a cooling machine using
this principle. Then in 1852 a
Professor William Thomson,(later
Lord Kelvin), published a paper
proposing that a heat pump or
"heat multiplier" could be used to
heat or cool a building by
compressing or expanding air.
During the 1870's, a number of
cold-air refrigeration machines
were produced in response to the
needs of the international frozen
meat trade. These cold-air
machines were replaced by carbon
dioxide machines, which were in
turn ousted by ammonia
compression systems in the
1920's. Smaller refrigeration
equipment changed to methyl
cWoride in the 1930's and by the
early 1940's, the first of the
halocarbon refrigerants, R12, was
available.
A tribute to the engineers of the
time, a water source heat pump in
a bank in Milan, designed in 1935
as an ammonia system was still
running and converted to use a
fluorocarbon refrigerant in 1971.

gone, such as methyl cWoride, and
the odorous sulphur dioxide, or
are going, such as CFC's.
Ammonia however, has withstood
the test of time, and is an excellent
refrigerant, especially for the larger
systems. When compared with the
alternatives, it is in fact a near
perfect refrigerant on several
counts.
Cost
Only 10% of ammonia produced is
used for refrigeration, and this
helps keep the price down. One
kilogram of ammonia costs rougWy
£1.00, and one kilogram of R22
costs roughly £2.56.
But when you consider that a
system is charged on a volume
basis, the low liquid and vapour
density means that one cubic

metre of R22 can cost six time the
same volume of ammonia.
Compatibility with oil and
moisture
Ammonia is not mixable with oil,
which means that pipework design
and oil recovery can be simpler,
and there are not the same
pressure drop and heat transfer
penalties associated with
fluorocarbon refrigerants, which
mix very well with oil.
Water mixes readily with
ammonia, and for this reason
ammonia systems do not require
the moisture indicators and banks
of drier cartridges needed in
fluorocarbon systems to prevent
expansion valve freeze ups. A
water presence of 5% could not be
detectable in a large plant with
standard gauges and
thermometers, except for the
energy penalty. One large facility
has operated with as much as 25%
water in the ammonia without
noticeable ill effects.
Environmental Effects
Ammonia is environmentally
benign, has an atmospheric
lifetime of days to weeks, and has
no global warming potential. It
also has no ozone depleting
potential.
Heat Transfer
Compared with other refrigerants,
ammonia has superior theoretical
heat transfer co-efficients and
properties. In practice, the effect
of oil mixed into fluorocarbon
refrigerants increases the
advantage by another large
percentage.
Pipe and Equipment Sizes
Because the refrigerating effect kg
is six times that of R22, the mass
flowrate is considerably less.
Coupled with ammonia's lower
viscosity, a resulting size and cost
of piping (and insulation)

Physical properties of Ammonia & R22
Ammonia

R22

Condensation inside tubes

4260-8510

1420-1980

Evaporation inside tubes

3120-4820

1420-2840

Table 1

Many refrigerants have come and
BSNews, September 9
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REFRIGERATION
Typical Range of Heat-Transfer CoEfficients (W/m2 oC)
Specific
Heat Capacity
kJ/kgC

Thermal
Conductivity
W/mC

Latent Heat
of Evaporation
kJ/kg

Density
kg/M3

Viscosity
rnPa/6

Ammonia

4.6

0.546

1262

638

0.197

R22

1.16

0.102

205

1282

0.241

s. t. liquid at 0 c.

Table 2
dramatically lower.
Heat exchangers can also be
smaller, or alternatively, higher
suction and lower condensing
temperature can be achieved.
This gives a lower compression
ratio, which will result in a higher
COP for the system.
Drawbacks
Certainly, ammonia is not without
its drawbacks, and these must
always be carefully considered.
When put into perspective
however, it is obvious that
ammonia systems can be safe,
and this would account for the
fact that 80% of the tonnage of
refrigerants in use in industrial
refrigeration in the U.S. is
ammonia.

700 ppm for half an hour or less
will produce severe eye and nose
irritation, but no permanent
effects.
Its penetrating, unpleasant odour
can be a great disadvantage to
those who panic at the slightest
provocation, but an advantage to
the normal person who will detect
ammonia long before it is
dangerous, and move away from
it. The average threshold
concentration is 5 ppm.
One study in 1989 found no
relationship between lung
function and level or length of
ammonia exposure, and in fact
exposed workers reported a
history of hay fever significantly
less than non-exposed workers.

Compatibility With Materials
Because of the corrosive reactions
which take place between
ammonia and copper, steel heat
exchangers and pipework must be
used on ammonia systems.
Copper is easier to fabricate for
heat exchanger production, but
especially for larger pipes, copper
is normally more expensive than
steel.

Flammability
Ammonia is characterised as
being moderately flammable and
hard to ignite. The chemical
process industry's attempts to
flare-off ammonia releases in
chemical plants will testify to this.

Other metals that must not be
used with ammonia are zinc, tin,
brass, silver and mercury.

Its combustion energy is lower
than its ignition energy so that it
cannot sustain combustion
without an outside source of fuel,
even if it were to be ignited.
The Northern Californian
earthquake last year produced no
serious incidents of catastrophic
ammonia releases, even though
scores of ammonia refrigeration
plants were located in and around
the path of the earthquake.

Toxicity
Ammonia is classified as an
extremely hazardous chemical by
the US Environmental Protection
Agency.

Ammonia has been assigned a
Group 2 classification, which
indicated that its toxicity is
conSidered to be its predominant
hazard, rather than its
flammability.
Exposure to concentrations up to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
10 BSNews, September 1991
DOI: 10.21427/D7S70R

It has a relatively safe
flammability range of 15% to 28%
by vol. and an ignition
temperature of 630 degrees C.

Standards
Standards, specifications and
codes of practice have been

produced internationally in order
to help ensure that products and
installations are both safe and
effective. In the US, the
International Institute of
Ammonia Refrigeration and
ASHRAE have the eqUipment,
installation and operation of
ammonia refrigeration systems.
In the UK BS 4434 covers
refrigeration safety, and this is
augmented specifically for
ammonia systems by the Institute
of Refrigeration codes of practice.
BS 4434 restricts the charge of
ammonia in homes, hospitals,
restaurants and hotels to 2.5 kg.
There is no restriction for
industrial systems.
A list of some organisations with a
particular interest in ammonia
refrigeration is given at the end of
this article.
Emergency
Manufacturers of ammonia such
as ICI and BOC produce very good
literature on the storage,
handling, and use of ammonia.
BOC operates a 24-hour
emergency advice service at 03081-5426677.

ASHRAE
1791, Tullie Circle NB,
Atlanta, Georgia,
30329-2305,
USA.

International Institute of
Ammonia Refrigeration(IIAR)
Ill, East Wacker Drive,
Chicago Illinois,
,a,;
60601,
.~
USA.
The Institute of Refrigeration,
Kelvin House, 76, Mill Lane,
Carshalton, Surrey SM5 2JR
England.
International Institute of
Refrigeration,
177, Boulevard malesherbes,
F 75017, Paris,
France.
CIBSE,
Deltal House,
222, BaIham High Road,
London SW12 9BS.
England.
References. above and also Heat
Pumps.(Heap)
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Myson Supaline
Radiators.
It's the way we put
them together that
sets them apart
At Myson we believe that there is mare to central
heating installation than meets the eye.
Our radiators produce mare heat per square
inch because ofthe Myson "High Energy
Construction" technique. There are two parts of
a radiator to which a convectorfin can be
welded. The section between the waterways and
the waterway itself, the latter being far mare
difficult and technicaUy demanding but so much
mare effective in terms ofheat output.
The Myson Supaline range comprises over 190
types ofradiator across four different heights
suit every individual customer requirement.
backed up by our free design service.
Impressive? We think so.
Slim and attractive, Myson Supaline radiators
with their high quality finish and slender lines
combine the utmost in efficiency with exceptional
durability that any discerning buyer will
appreciate.
Look closer and you wiU recognise our radiators
are built to exact British Kite Mark standards
(and not every manufacturer can say that...).
Our rigorous testing procedure ensures that
individual product strength goes far beyond the
requirements ofeveryday usage.
To complete the picture, every Myson Supaline is
delivered with concealed waU brackets and air
vent key, clearly coded with size and output,
protectively packaged to reach you in perfect
condition.
The Myson range of radiators, thermostatic
valves and lockshields, is your guarantee of
excellence, so why settle for less.
Given the facts, could you reaUy specify any
other radiator?
Write to Myson (Ireland) Limited, Unit 12E,
Parkmore Industrial Estate, Longmile Road,
Dublin 12, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 509075.
Facsimile: (01) 553629.

'Name
Company
Address
Postcode
Telephone

SP/S/2'92
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MYSON CELEBRATES 21 YEARS IN IRELAND

Coming of Age
Marks New
Beginning
hile 1991 marks
Myson's "coming of
age" in respect of
our own, directly-controlled
manufacturing and
sales/marketing operations,
we view the
occasion
futuristically
rather than
historically.

W

True, a 21st
anniversary in
any context is an
important

occasion and perhaps even
more so in respect of a
manufacturing operation, but
we see our achievements to
date as but the beginning of
a whole new chapter in the
successful
affairs 01 the
company.
This confidence
in the future
arises out of the
belief we have
in the quality of
our products,
the calibre and
committment of our staff, the
back-up provided by our
suppliers and of course the
continuing support we
receive from you, our
customers.
To all concerned I say thank
you. It is the combined
efforts of us all which has
created the success we
have all shared in to date.
Moreover, it is this
partnership spirit which will
see us realise even greater
achievements in the future.

Sean Hanratty
Managing Director
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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Practaplant Ltd.
MATERIALS FOR THE METAL FINISHING INDUSTRY
UNIT U, BALLYMOUNT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BALLYMOUNT RD. LOWER, WALKINSTOWN, DUBLIN 12.
TELEPHONE: (01) 552970. FAX: (01) 553153.

21 YEARS WITH MYSON

Less Cost.

To You,
To the Environment.
Environmental issues will dominate
industrial affairs for the next decade. With
the
introduction
of
the
new
ENVIROCHROME 90, THE TRIVALENT
CHROMIUM plating process, Practaplant,
Canning and Scanglo are giving industry a
major boost towards improving social
responsibility.

Levelbrite R 850
The Nickel of the Nineties
Brilliant deposit with high levelling and
exceptional ductility.
Flexible: levelling can be further
enhanced by the use of a special
additive.
High tolerance to metallic contamination.
Exceptional economy in use.
May be continuously filtered through a
carbon pack to remove organic
contamination.

Practaplant and Ca-nnings specialise in the technologies demanded by an
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
energy and environmentally conscious world.
DOI: 10.21427/D7S70R
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Myson's Newcastle West production
plant covers over 50,000 sq ft with
over 100 people turning out more
than three million valves annually,
each of which is individually tested.

Here We Grow Again! ..

!

comprising three divisions Cement, concrete and aggregates,
its core business; Enterprises
businesses which includes property
development, facing bricks,
calcium carbonates and waste
management; and Home
Products.
The latter is the category to which
Myron belongs, the industry
sectors involved being ceramic
sanitaryware and brassware; oil

.. .That's the simple message from
Myson who this year celebrate their
21st anniversary of operation in
Ireland. It's not that the
retrospective aspect is
unimportant. Indeed, Myson are
proud of their Irish facilities and
have a whole series of celebratory
events planned to mark this
auspicious occasion.
However, Managing Director Sean
Hanratty - in acknowledging the
significance of the 21 st anniversary
- says that of far greater
significance is that the best is yet to
come. "Of course we are
immensely proud of our
achievements to date and for that
great credit is due to the
management and workforce here
at Newcastle West ", says Sean.
"Nonetheless", he continues, "is it
precisely because of the dedicated
commitment of that self same
workforce that we are looking to
the future with such optimism. Over
the last 21 years we have
established ourselves are a
foremost manufacturer of quality
valves and fittings, not just in
Ireland but throughout the world.
"This reputation is something which
we can be justifiably proud of but it
is also something which can be
capitalised on. This we intend to do
in a concerted manner over the
coming years. Undeniably, 1991
marks a major milestone in the
affairs of Myson Ireland. Firstly,
because it signifies an incredible
achievement on our part to date
but secondly - and perhaps even
more importantly - because it

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Ciaran Mc Dermott, Commercial
Director

heralds the dawning of a whole
new chapter of prosperity and
opportunity for the future".
This optimism for the future is well
founded. Apart from its own
proven pedigree, Myson in Ireland
is fortunate in that it is now part of
the giant Blue Circle Industries plc.
Blue Circle Industries has more
than a century's operational
experience behind it, its business

John Maloney, Financial Director

and gas boilers; radiators;
controls for pumps and domestic
central heating systems; and gas
cookers. Prestigious brand-leading
names included within this Division
are Armitage, Potterton, New
World, Qualcast, Dolomite and of
course Myson.
Blue Circle's profit on ordinary
activities before tax for 1990 was
over St£190 million. The
significance of being part of an
internationally-successful
conglomerate such as this is
immense. The support facilities
and investment resources now at
the disposal of Myson here in
Ireland are vast.
Myson in Ireland comprises two
sister companies - Myson
Scanglo, the manufacturing arm
which is based in Newcastle West
and Myson Ireland, the sales and
marketing arm which is located in
Dublin.

Regional Sales Managers - Vincent
Broderick and Richard Louth.

The origins of the company go
back, not so much to the business
vision of a gentleman named Peter

MYSON V19
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Control and Safety Devices

Water Pressure Reducers

Balancing Val

1

Electronic Scale Inhibitors
and Filters

and JEVCOCompression Fittings to BS864
now a Division of COZAP, S.A., France/Groupe Legris Industries
JEvcoLtd.

Unit C1
Link No. 1 Industrial Estate
George Henry Road
Great Bridge
lipton
West Midla-nds
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S70R DY47BZ

lel: 021-522-3311
Fax: 021-557-5178
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MYSON CELEBRATES 21 YEARS IN IRELAND
Mathson but rather to his love of
horses and Ireland.
These were the principal factors
which motivated him to establish
Myson Scanglo in 1970 with the
aid of SFADCO and the IDA.
Indeed, this was very probably the
first such venture entered into by
these bodies in the whole of
Munster.
Peter had been involved with
Scanglo as an agent for their valve
range and, as they were looking to
establish a manufacturing plant
within the British Isles, he
convinced them to opt for Ireland
and, more specifically, Newcastle
West. Relatively speaking, the
company prospered and was
eventually purchased by Myson in
1974.

lan Huxtable, UK Product Manager

Cahir O'Sullivan, the then
accountant, took over as Managing
Director on Mr Mathson's
departure, bringing Sean Hanratty
in to fill his own position. Mr
O'Sullivan left in 1976 whereupon
the Works Manager, Pat Carey,
assumed the position of General
Manager. On his departure in
1981 Sean Hanratty was appointed
Managing Director.
While the company had prospered
to some extent with employment
surpassing by far that projected
initially, Sean Hanratty inherited
total responsibility for a business
which was suffering from lack of
investment, had out of date
machinery and equipment and
generally lacked any positive
direction. More than that, it was
not making money.
Consequently, Sean immediately

Myson's sales and marketing office is located in Dublin where the staff
complement of approximately 20 operate from an officelwarehouse complex
covering more than 20,000 sq ft.

devised a rejuvenation programme
which has seen more than £3
million invested over the last
decade, in addition to a whole new
management control system which
has transformed the company into
a leading, profit-making arm within
the Blue Circle Group.
This was achieved on the
manufacturing side by moving to
higher-spec, added-value products
at Myson Scanglo. Consequently,
as dedicated specialists in this
field, Myson Scanglo has emerged
as one of the foremost valve
manufacturers in the world, a fact
which complements its leading
market position in other industry
sectors such as boilers, pumps,
etc.
The factory is now accredited to
BS 5750 and ISO 9002, no mean
achievement for a facility producing
over three million individual valves
per annum!

tested. It is attention to exacting
detail such as this which sets
Myson apart from its competitors.
Obviously, in catering to such
diverse marketplaces, the make-up
of the valve range is also
significant. The basic radiator
valve - which originally formed
the bread and butter line of the
factory - is still produced, albeit in
a more updated and muchimproved version.
However, the higher-value models
- such as the TRV and the
Fullflow - account for a growing
percentage of output. These are
products which were conceived,
designed, developed and finally
brought into full production from
within Myson Scanglo's own
resources.
In addition to the conceptual
design aspects, exacting quality
control is assured given that all
tool-making, etc, right down to the

As this figure indicates, production
is not simply for the home market.
Much is indeed for home
consumption and represents a
figure that accounts for more than
75% of all valves sold throughout
Ireland.
More than 70% of output goes to
the UK - where Myson Ireland
has a nationally-appointed dealer
network situated in strategic
locations to ensure blanket
coverage of the entire country while the remainder goes to the
USA and Germany.
Total production exceeds a
staggering three million valves a
year, all of which are individually

Michael Harrigan, Quality Manager,
Richard Nolan, Plant Engineer and
John Keily, Production Manager.

MYSON VII
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SMURFIT

Smurfit Corrugated Cases
Ballymount Road,
Walkinstown,
Dublin 12..
Telephone: (01) 505196
Fax: (01) 506764
Togher, Cork.
Telephone: (021) 962033
Fax: (021) 962051
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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production of individual valve parts
and even brassware, is done inhouse.
R&D has played a key role in the
company's success, especially over
the last decade. Moreover, the
latest innovation conceived by the
R&D team - the zone control valve
- will undoubtedly make a major
impact once it is introduced later
this year.
It is currently at the test stage and,
while this is virtually the last
procedure prior to the
commencement of full-scale
production, it will not pass to that
stage until the exhaustive battery of
comprehensive tests are
completed. Over £250,000 has
been invested in the project to date.
8uch is the confidence of Myson in
the concept of zone control that
more than two years ago it
employed a graduate engineer who is now an MA - to work
specifically on the project.
Heccame to Myson from the NIHE
in Limerick, who annually turn out a
resource pool of highly-educated
specialists from whom rthe
company takes its pick.
But it is a 2-way process. Myson
has always offered excellent
opportunities for NIHE graduates.
Indeed, Myson's social contribution
to the whole Limerick district is
enormous. Toolmakers,
electricians, fitters and setters are
other trade sectors where Myson
has provided the core training for
individuals who are now working
within their chosen trade for other
companies or indeed for
themselves.
Nor to be forgotten of course is the
£1.5 million which is paid out in
salaries each year. This makes a
hugely-beneficial contribution to the
well-being of the local economy.
The Myson product range is
extensive, covering everything from
valves through to boilers, radiators,
pumps, towel rails, etc. Myson
Ireland is the sales and marketing
arm through which this
comprehensive product collection is
channelled to the Irish marketplace,
the principal route being through a
network of appointed stockists and
wholesalers. A detailed breakdown
of the full extent of the Myson range
follows.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

MYSON PRODUCT DIRECTORY
Valves
Matchmaster Radiator Valves - Domestic Type;
Matchmaster Radiator Valves - BS Domestic Type;
Fullflow Radiator Valves - Commercial Type;
Thermostatic Radiator Valves - Domestic Type;
Thermostatic Radiator Valves - Commercial Type;
Pump Isolating Valves;
"Combimate" System Filling Loops;
Zone Valves.

Heat Emitters
Supaline Convector Radiators;
Low Surface Temperature Radiators;
Domestic Fan Convectors;
Towel Warmers;
Wallstrip Warmers Skirting Board Heating.

Boilers
Velaire Vitesse Indoor Oil Boiler;
Economic Boiler House Oil Boiler.

Pumps
New SD Range - As Per September Launch;
New SE SF SG Range of light
commercial and commercial
Aqua Boost Range Of Shower Pumps

Sealed System
Scanflex Range Of Expansion Vessels;
Scanflex Range Of Safety Valves Etc.

Product Information

FuIIFlow Heavy
Weight Radiator
Valve
The Myson FullFlow heavyweight
radiator valve fully complies with
British Standard Specification
B82767-10. Designed for use on
commercial or domestic heating
systems, the Myson FullFlow is
the ideal choice wherever quality
and reliability are essential.
Its exclusive hand wheel design is

unique to Myson and retains the
added advantage of a tamper
proof screw fixing while being
easier to clean.
The Myson FullFlow is the result
of exacting design and
manufacturing standards and
every FullFlow is individually
tested to pressures in excess of
B82767 requirements.
Myson advanced precision
engineering and top quality
manufacturing materials ensure
that FullFlow ofters smooth
MYSON IX 23
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EMBANKMENT PLASTICS LTD.
A division of Embankment Industries Ltd.

Rosedale, Saggart, Co. Dublin. Telephone: 582128. Fax: 582602.

Suppliers of precision components to the
Electronics and Building Services Industries.

Congratulations
Myson Scanglo
on their
21st. Anniversary.

DIEHL GmbH & CO.
. BRASS Rod I Hollow Rod I Tube
Excellent quality and service, competitive pricing,
produced to British and German specifications.
For further information contact:

Diehl GmbH & Co.
P. O. Box 80
0-8505 R6thenbach (NOrnberg)
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S70R
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Cutaway showing the internal
components of the Myson Fullflow

operational ability and ease of
servicing.
Manufactured to BS 2767-10 High
duty rating - 10 - bar - 11 OC.
Easy to service without drain
down of system.
Unique, easy to clean
tamperproof screw fixed valve
caps.
Double "0" ring sealed.
Non-rising spindle "0" ring seal in
union guarantees watertight seal.
One valve - for copper or iron
pipes.
Straight or angle. Sizes 15mm;
22mm.
High quality, polished chromium
plate or satin brass finish.

Close radiator valves; Place drip
tray under drain-off; Remove plug
using air vent key; Fit hosepipe or
use a suitable receptacle; Open
air vent in radiator; (note: the flow
from the drain-off can be stopped
by closing air vent); When drainoff is completed, close air vent
and replace plug.
Matchmaster is manufactured to
BS 2767-10, tamperproof plug,
double seal (metal-to-metal and
"O"-ring.) is available in brass or
chrome and in sizes 15mm,
10mm &8mm.

Thermostatic
Radiator
The new TRV (thermostatic
radiator valve) from Myson allows
the temperature of each room in
the house to be controlled
precisely, automatically and with
minimum installation cost.

With Matchmaster operation of
drain-off is simplicity itself. The
procedure is as follows:

Myson Matchmaster radiator valve
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Control settings are clearly
marked in red and the
temperature difference between
each setting is approximately 3
degrees centigrade. Control
settings range from 11 degrees
centigrade to 29 degrees
centigrade with, in addition, a
special frost protection setting
(blue) to protect against systemfreezing in disused room or during
winter vacations.
The valve body is available in
polished chrome or satin-brass
finish.
The redesigned head of the TRV
has an overall diameter of only
49mm, which gives more than
adequate clearance on all popular
types of back-tapped radiators.
The new design maintains the
reversible body so that any Myson
TRV can be fitted in the flow or
return position on the radiator.

Matchmaster
Radiator Valve
The new Matchmaster radiator
valve with drain-off facility makes
the draining of individual radiators
a quick, clean and simple task.

The new Myson TRV has been
totally redesigned. The pure
white ABS sensor-cap has an
elegant, uncluttered, new look
with compact operating
components inside. The onepiece moulding has a low thermal
capacity and integral vents, which
allow air to circulate freely round
the sensor, thus providing
maximum sensitivity. It is
attached to an insulating socket
wwhich protects against heat
transfer from the radiator or water
pipe which could confuse the
sensor.

Myson thermostatic radiator valve

(TRV)

Every 1 degree centigrade of
undetected overheating can add
up to 8% to heating costs!
Because the Myson TRV is
accurate to less than a quarter of
a degree Celsius, it is able to pick
up minor temperature fluctuations
and respond accordingly to cut
out waste.
The extra accuracy of the Myson
TRV can provide significant
energy saving and means that
they can pay for themselves,
typically, in less than two years.

Myson Towel
Warmer
Towels absorb moisture from the
humid bathroom air so they are
often damp and limp when you
come to use them. A Myson
Towel Warmer will keep towels
completely dry and at precisely
the right temperature using the
heat generated by a central
heating system.
From a decor point of view Myson
towel warmers have been
designed with individual taste in
mind. They command a
distinctive presence in any
bathroom from the most
MYSON25
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Bedlam Crossley of Bolton
Britain's Premier Supplier of
Compression Packings, Gaskets, Joint & PTFE Products
are proud suppliers to Myson Scanglo Ltd.

BEDLAM CROSSLEY LIMITED
P. O. Box 7, Mill Hill, Temple Road, Bolton BL 1 6PB
Telephone: (0204) 494711. Telex: 63149. Fax: (0204) 40550

PRODUCT DESIGNERS - TOOL DESIGNERS

SLIGO TOOL & DIE COMPANY LTD.
Cleveragh Industrial Estate, Sligo, Ireland.
Telephone: 071-62683. Telefax: 071-69379. Telex: 40384.

MOULDMAKERS TO THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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area.
Combine this with Myson
thermostatic radiator valves and
you have total control, heating
whichever room you want to the
temperature you require. This will
reduce heating bills, whichever
fuel you use.

Myson towel warmer.

traditional to the most modern,
because they are available in
such a wide variety of styles and
finishes.
Tubular towel warmers are crafted
from brass and supplied in either
chrome plate, polished brass or
22ct traditional or regal gold plate
finish. Multirails are given a tough
white polyester coat or,
alternatively, can be supplied to
match any bathroom suite colour.

Supaline
Radiators
If all rooms in all the houses were
all the same - identical in shape,
size and layout - life would be
simple and only one type of
radiator would ever be built.
But they aren't, and that's why
Myson produces such a
comprehensive range of radiators,
with different types, heights and
sizes.

Each and every radiator is tested
fo.r strength, more so than they
will ever need in everyday life.
They come complete with
concealed wall brackets and air
vent key, all in special protective
packaging.
The Myson Supaline range is
made to stringent standards
including the coveted Kitem~rk.

Myson Shower
Pump
With a modern powered shower
the choice of pump for the system
is crucial. All Myson Aquabost
shower pumps deliver a powerful
supply of water, but, more
importantly, they deliver
controllable power.
Precision made Aquaboost is
available in four models to ensure
optimum mix and match
compatibility even with the most
demanding combination of

Myson Aquaboost shower pump.

showering heads and mixing
valves.
To boost the performance of an
existing gravity fed shower
system, Aquaboost centrifugal
pumps are available in two
options. A single-end version for
siting between the mixing valve
and the shower head, or a twin
version for placing before the
valve, to allow installation with the
minimum of disruption to the
overall system.
Also available in single and twin
configurations, the Aquaboost
Plus range with its high
performance regenerative
pumping action has been
developed for more complex
modern shower heads and
accessories. Capable of
delivering high flow rates of water
Aquaboost Plus pumps offer
'
totally-controllable power for even

The new Supaline radiators are
designed to be both pleasing to
the eye and unobtrusive. Each
radiator is factory painted in a
high quality gloss finish which
gives durability and can be
installed without further painting.
However, if desired, Supaline
radiators can be painted using
standard gloss or emulsion to
match any colour scheme.
Supaline radiators are designed
to provide maximum efficiency.
They incorporate a special
welding technique which ensures
the highest heat transfer into a
room, from a compact surface
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the most demanding shower
combination of performance head
and body showers.
All Aquaboost shower pumps are
manufactured to the exacting
standards being tested at all
stages of production. Moreover,
every Aquaboost product carries a
2-year guarantee with the support
of a nationwide after sales service
network and technical advisory
service.

Myson Low
Surface
Temperature
Radiators
Myson LST radiators are intended
for use in heating applications
where a low surface temperature is
required under DHSS engineering
Data DN4 (less than 43 degree
centigrade with inlet water 28
degree centigrade) or is desirable
for other reasons. Typical
applications are hospitals, clinics,
retirement homes, nurseries,
public buildings (e.g schools,
libraries, sports halls, etc.) and
private housing.
All Myson LST radiators are
manufactured to BS 3528. Every
radiator carries the BS Kitemark
which certifies independent
approval of heat output and
verifies production under a quality
system to BS 5750 Part 2 (ISO
9002, EN 29002).
The LST Radiators consist of an
efficient internal heat emitter in an
attractive and robust enclosure.
The enclosure is designed to give
protection against high surface
temperatures and also provides for
concealment and security of
pipework and valves.
A simple unique locking
arrangement (Patent applied for)
prevents unauthorised removal but
gives ready and convenient access
for venting and cleaning,
decorating etc.
Thermostatic radiator valves Ogly remote-adjusting versions are
suitable for use with Myson LST
radiators. The' use of other types
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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Myson low surface temperature (LST) radiator

should first be checked.
Both the heat emitter and the
enclosure are finished in white,
using a high-quality stoved epoxy
polyester. No further painting is
necessary.
The Myson LST is available in a
range of 30 stock sizes comprising
three heights (540mm, 690mm,
840mm); five lengths (680mm,
1000mm, 1800mm); and two types
Super and Super Plus - a further
ten sizes 400mm high - are
available to special order.
Heat outputs from 325 Watts
(1170 Btu/h) to 3746 Watts (12780
Btu/h) are available.
Four 1/2 " BSP water connections
are fitted as standard. For an
additional cost, 3/4" BSP
connections are available to order.
Accessories - concealed wall
brackets, air vent, key and plug
are supplied packed with every
radiator. A fitting instruction leaflet
is also included.

Myson Velaire
Vitesse
The Myson Velaire Vitese range of
powerful oil boilers are stylish and
compact. They can be installed
and tested quickly and easily.
Straightforward installation is to
typically Myson and Velaire
Vitesse is no exception. The
balanced flue models have been
specifically developed to offer
benefits not available from any
other range of boilers on the
market. They can be installed in a
matter of hours because they have
been designed as dedicated
balanced flue boilers; room seale
fully tested and set to the
maximum output before they leave
the factory. Often this will reduce
the usual commissioning
procedure to a "final check" or
minor adjustment to the output
before turning on the boiler.
Exceptionally versatile, the

Myson Velaire Vitesse balanced-flue boiler
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Brass rods in standard- and special alloys
Machining quality
Hot forging quality

(:) boliden ~~
Boliden Bergsoe A/S
Hvissingevej 116,2600 Glostrup.
Phone:
4542961331. Telefax: 45 42961496.
Published by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1991
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balanced flue Velaire Vitesse can
be installed below kitchen worktop
height, flued to the rear, left or
right using the same choice of flue
kits. There is also a high-level
balanced flue option, this enables
the flue to be raised vertically by
up to 1.3m and then flued to the
left, right, rear or even the front,
again using the same choice
balanced flues.

Consequently, Myson has
introduced a guide which has
been compiled to give an
introduction to the system and its
many advantages over the more
traditional open system.
A "sealed system" has no contact
with the atmosphere (unlike an
open system which has an open
feed and expansion tank on the
highest point, connected with the
pipes to the system).

In addition there is a vertical
balanced flue option that can be
extended through the roof to a
max height of 3.6m.
The balanced flue models have
electronic post purge to ensure
that any residual fuel in the burner
is "burnt off" when the system
shuts down.

Myson Fan
Convector
A fan convector is a highlyefficient heat emitter that can be
used in most places where a
conventional panel radiator would
normally be fitted, and some
places where it could not. For a
given heat output, it is amazingly
small and efficient.
At the heart of every fan
convector lie the two key
components - the fan unit and
the element block consists of rowupon row of closely-spaced
aluminium fins, fixed to a copper
tube waterway passing through
them, rather like the radiator in a
car. This construction
consequently has a huge surface
area - a 15000 Btu element
block has a surface area of 47
square feet but measures overall
6" x 2" x 24".
The method of operation is
simplicity itself. The hot water
from the central heating circuit
passes through the copper tube
and, in so doing, heats up the
aluminium fin plates. Air, drawn
into the unit by a variable speed
fan, is blown across the element
block, is warmed by the hot fins
and is then returned to the room.
Simply, quickly, efficiently.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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"Sealed systems" have so many
advantages over open systems.
Their first application dates back
to the early 1940's, so they are by
no means a new method of
installing central heating.
~
Myson vertical fan convector

A fan convector is a fixed part of a
central heating system. It is just
like a radiator, a fixed part of a
conventional wet central heating
system connected to it via normal
piping. Unlike a radiator,
however, fan convectors are often
purpose-built for applications
where conventional central
heating radiators would not fit.
Additionally, fan convectors are
energy efficient; heat up quickly;
and are easy to install.

Diaphragm
Expansion
Vessels
Mention the two words "sealed
system" and you are often met
with a stony silence from those
not familiar with such systems.

Myson Aerjec 11 de-aerator

They are used almost exclusively
on the Continent, USA, Canada,
Australia and countries where
central heating is just becoming a
necessary part of building.
The fact that the water in a sealed
system is completely sealed off
from the atmosphere, dramatically
reduces the amount of water lost
through evaporation. The small
losses through valve packings
etc. are much smaller than
evaporative losses would be.
This very much reduced leakage
from the system has a healthy
side effect.
As we are not constantly adding
fresh water to the system,
deposits of lime and corrosion
substantially reduced. For
example, if we had "hard water"
(with calcium in solution) we find
that the higher the water
temperature, the less calcium
stays in the solution. This calcium
will separate as lime.
The balance between calcium and
carbonic acid defines the amount
of separation of lime in
accordance with the temperature,
pressure and the presence of
other chemicals, either natural of
artificially introduced as water
treatment.
If, as the case in open systems,
we are frequently adding water to
the system we shall see a
repetition of this process with the
subsequent separation of more
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WITHOUT LOSS.
It's nice to know that the most versatile of energy sources is so competitively priced.
But isn't it good to know that it's also totally pollution free?
,
,

CALO

GAS!

For clean savings.
Calor Gas, Long Mile Road, Dublin 12. Tel: (01) 505000. Fax. 506070.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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calcium and lime.
As there is approximately 0.1 0.3 grams of dissolved calcium to
one litre of water it is obvious that
the less water we have to add to
the system, the more efficient and
reliable the syste!Tl will be.
The amount of oxygen and
carbon dioxide dissolved in water
also adds to the problem of the
open system.
In a sealed system, these gases
become separated when the
water is heated and are then
eliminated through the use of
automatic venting devices.
However, in an open system the
water, when cooling off, will
absorb these gases again and
dissolve them. There is no
possibility of these gases being
reabsorbed in a sealed system.
As is well known, small amounts
of oxygen will accelerate
corrosion at a substantial rate.
The corrosion factor in steel is
also increased by the carbon
dioxide, partially forming carbonic
acid with the free hydrogen which
is practically always found in
heating systems. This reaction,
known as electrolysis, can and
does eat its way through the
complete system. In short, water
with free oxygen present (an open
system) will always produce much
more corrosion than water without
dissolved gases (a sealed
system).
Another problem, which has
become evident over the past few
years is that of cavitation.
Hot water must be kept under
pressure. This pressure must be
higher than the vapour pressure.
If there is a drop in pressure at
any point in the system, for
example in the suction side of the
circulating pump, steam bubbles
are formed. The two danger
points where these steam
bubbles become apparent are low
pressure or particularly high
velocity.
When the steam bubbles reach a
region of high pressure or lower
velocity they collapse suddenly.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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This produces typical cracking
noises and the metal surface in
time will be destroyed, hence
cavitation. In severe cases of
cavitation, the circulating pump
impellor can be destroyed within a
few days.
The elimination of cavitation in
sealed systems can be easily
overcome by simply increasing
the static pressure of the system.
It is obvious that this is not
possible in an open system

Myson Pumps
Before developing their latest
central heating pumps, Myson
went to great lengths to consult
installers. What they said was,
where appropriate, designed in to
the new units. The result was the
brand new Myson SO Range.
Replacing all previous pumps, the
new Myson SO range combines
the best of the past with lots of the
new. They are the only pumps on
the market to offer a choice of
infinitely-variable flow regulation
or simple switched speed control.
Myson made SO easier to install
and maintain, even in the tightest
work spaces.

The new Myson SO pump range

Myson
Economic 90
Myson Economic 90 is an
insulated boiler-house model,
range rated 50-90,000 Btu/h.
This oil boiler, with its superior,
stove-enamelled casing, is perfect
for a wide variety of applications.
It incorporates a well-proven
electro oil burner and is designed
for easy installation.
High efficiency is its hallmark,
making it a very economic,
energy-efficient and cost-effective
boiler.

Kitemark approved to BS1394,
SMC-SO pumps are designed to
last, with improved bearings and
dynamically-balanced rotors for
longer, trouble-free life. They are
manufactured to a most stringent
quality system, approved to
British Standards' BS 5750,
where every single pump is
checked.
Myson SO pumps may be fitted to
systems with a minimum static
head of 300mm, provided the
pump inlet is adjacent to the
neutral point.
The SO range caters specifically
for the domestic mantleplace
while heavier duty models designated SE, SF and SG cover light/heavy industrial and
commercial applications.
Myson Economic 90 oil boiler
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Fit any which way you like.
Improving on tM outstanding
reputation held by the Myson
Velaire oil boiler was always going
to take some exceptional thinking,
and in terms ofinnovation, would
set new industry standards. And it
certainly has.
Because the balanced flue
.~..JJ_-----U;elaire Vitesse is totally dedicated to
balanced flue applications, the boiler is room sealed, tested and set
to maximum output in the factory. This can reduce the usual
commissioning procedure to a 'Jinal check" or minor adjustment 'oil boiler installation is now more profitable than ever.
The Velaire Vitesse has a choice offluing arrangements that
combines all manner ofvariations with typical Myson simplicity a low level balanced flue that can be installed out ofsight below the
kitchen worktop, to the rear, left or right; high level balanced flues,
and a vertical balanced flue that can be raised up to 3.6m through
the roof The horizontalflues are telescopic so they can be extended
or shortened to suit any wall thickness.

Simplifying
v

E

L

technology

A
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Velaire Vitesse is a robust, powerful and very compact oil
boiler - our 60,000 Btulhr model is only 300mm wide. In fact by
usingfanned burners and clever internal design we've made this
range of boilers one of the most powerful little performers you can
buy.
There are 2 boiler types, a conventionalflue model and a
balanced flue mode~ both availabl~ in 3 output ranges 40-60,000
Btulhr, 60-80,000 Btulhr and 80-100,000 Btulhr. Larger models
available soon.
For further information return the coupon to Myson Ireland
Limited, Parkmore Industrial Estate, w'ngmile Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: (01) 5090 75, Fax: (01) 553629.
I-------------~N/vv~
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"OUR PUMPS ARE GREAT
.
AND IT'S ALL THANKS TO YOU."

Since their launch, the new SMC-SD central healing
pumps from Myson have attracted nothing but praise.
And it's all thanks to you - to all the installers who
spoke up and told us exactly what they wanted from
a pump.
We promised we'd listen and we did. We builL your
ideas in, developing pumps that are not just far more
reliable, but easier to install and maintain, even in the
tightest work space. And that means far more cost
effective use of your time.
Kitemark approved to BS1394, they're designed
to last, with improved bearings and dynamically
balanced rotors for longer, trouble-free life.
They're the only standard domestic pumps on the
market to offer a choice of infinitely variable hydraulic

flow regulation or simple switched speed control.
And they're manufactured to a most stringent
quality control system, approved to BS5750, where
every single pump is checked at every stage.
We kept our promise - every new SMC-SD pump
now incorporates your experience, part of our
Research and Product Development programme to
add improvements and introduce innovation.
It's found throughout our unrivalled range of
leading name heating products designed for any
application large or small. And behind every product
is an organisation committed to giving you first class,
comprehensive service.
The new Myson SMC-SD range from Potterton
Myson - experience always lells.

~

POTTERTON MYSON
JAR

W E

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT SALES OFFICE,
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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a new cold store for the
handling and distribution of
food products in lieu of the
existing premises to be
Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire based
demolished at Jamestown
construction information company, provides advance Road, Inchicore, Dublin 8.
information on new construction projects nationwide The 820 sqm unit will be
built on a 4,700 sqql site.
- all potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors
The
work will include the
and suppliers. The company publishes infomlation in
upgrading
of the cold store to
the weekly CIS report which provides full project
EEC
standard
and the supply
details, contact names, addresses and telephoJie
of new fridges. Investment
numbers, design team details and tendering and
could be in the order of £.5
construction schedules. The following listing is
million.
provided by CIS Report and gives a brief description
The Industrial
of the types of projects covered. To obtain
Development Authority has
information on the service phone 01809476
been granted planning
/809557.
permission for the erection of
a £5 million manufactUring
Society
Ltd,
Dairy
Product
CAVAN:
building for 3 Corn., an
Manufacturers, has plans for
JF Manning and Son Ltd
American computer hardware
the erection of a new
started work in June on the
manufacturing company, at
consumer products
n
1.5 million Qunisworth
the Industrial Park on the
distribution store at Clonmel
s,
unit with its street
Ballycoolen Road,
Road, Mitchelston. The unit
scape design fronting onto
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15.
will measure 1,200 sqm and
the Main Street car park in
The
single-storey unit will
will be built in a steel frame.
Cavan. The new complex
measure
5,376 sqm and will
It will comprise a chill store
measuring 2,656 sqm will
include
a
production and
and the construction cost is
house four shop units on the
manufacturing area,
estimated at £500,000.
ground floor with office
reception, open office area,
accommodation available on
toilets, a service block,
Three Stripe Intemational
the first floor. It will be sited
associated site works, car
Ltd has been granted
on the present QUinnsworth
parking and a sprinkler
planning permission for the
car park site and there will
water
lagoon, a computer
erection of a
be cobbled pedestrian
room, and cafeteria. Tenders
manufactUring/warehouse
entrance into the existing
have been sought from
facility at Tramore Road,
QUinnsworth store. The
building, mechanical,
Cork. The single-storey unit
units are all individual shops
electrical, steel and sprinkler
will measure 1,543.96 sqm
and should provide very
system contractors to carry
and will include two-storey
attractive space to retailers.
out the work.
office accommodation.
Tenders will be sought from a Work is to begin shortly on
select list of building
CLARE:
the construction of a £1.4
contractors early in the New
S
on Development has
million office extension,
Year. The construction cost
warehouse extension
bt.. granted planning
permission for the erection of will be in the order of
incorporating laboratories
£350,000. Three Stripe
and toilets, plant rooms
an infrastructural
International import and
development of an industrial
extensions, an employee
park and associated services manufacture Adidas Sports
entrance and additional
goods.
carparking at Cloverhill
at Ballycasey, Shannon.
This planning application is
Industrial Estate,
for site works only including
Clondalking. Dublin 22 for
DUBLIN:
National Medical Care. The
roads and services.
extensions will measure
Irish Box Print and
Developmentscosts will be
5,656 sqm in total and will
Packaging Ltd has sought
between £400,000 and
be built on a 23,000 sqm
planning permission for the
£450,000.
site.
erection of a
factory /warehouse extension
Korean based Goldstar
CORK:
to the existing premises at
Design Tech Ltd is to
Biocon Biochemicals Ltd
Harmonstown Road,
develop £1 million
plans to build a new
Harmonstown, Dublin 5. It
international design centre
£100,000 workshop at
is expected that Collen
offices at Lepordstown
Kilnagleary, Carraigline. The
Construction Ltd will carry
Business Park, Dublin 18.
274 sqm unitis expected to
ou t the work which will begin The two-storey building will
be constructed by a local
in three months time.
measure 826 sqm and will
contractor.
include design studios,
Whelan Frozen Foods Ltd
offices, model making
has sought planning
Dairygold Co-Operative
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facilities and ergonomic
testing facilities. Work is
expected to start in
November and will take six
months to complete. The
centre, which is the first of
its kind in Ireland, will
employ thirty designers over
the next five years (fifteen in
three years) and is central to
Goldstar's strategy to adapt
and customise its range of
consumer electronics for the
European Market. As a
result. Irish designers will be
producing designs for a range
of products, from 1Vs,
Microwave Ovens and PC
Monitors to Vacuum
Cleaners, Washing Machines,
Telephones and Cameras.
The relevance of this
development is that
Goldstar's market in Europe
for these products is already
£250 million and grOwing.
Goldstar will install state of
the art computer
workstations in its Irish
operation which will be
housed in the new purpose
office building.
Clara Candy Ltd has been
granted planning permission
for alterations and extensions
to the existing factory/office
premises and extension to
the existing car-park at
McKee Avenue, Dublin 11.
The two-storey building
involves ground floor factory
and frrst floor offices.
Tanstarr Builders Ltd
started work on the £500,000
project two weeks ago and
will be completed by late
December.
Robert Savage Ltd has
sought planning permission
to demolish three houses on
land fronting onto Rathbeale
Road at the South east
corner of the Swords
Shopping Centre site in order
to extend the existing car
park, erect a 507 sqm
extension to the supermarket
for retail use together with
the conversion of 244 sqm of
existing storage space to
retail area and also for 591
car spaces at the Shopping
Centre.
Swords Laboratories Ltd is
to go ahead with the
construction of a chemical
research and development
BSNews, September 1991 31
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Leixlip. The construction
cost will be between £12 and
£15 million. The overall
development will comprise a
high bay manufacturing
rear, and a new entrance
facility, ancillary facilities,
from Hill Street, for use as a
buildings such as a central
Disability Infonnation Centre
plant, chemical stores,
at 44, North Great Georges
deionised
water facility,
Street and 28, Hill Street,
nitrogen plant, hydrogen
Dublin 1. The investment
tanks, acid water,
involved is in the region of
neutralisation and treatment
£250,000.
systems, sprinkler
Mr Patrick Sexton has
pumphouse and a security
sought plarming permission
house totalling 40,000 sqm
for the demolition of the
approximately.
existing premises and the
Blessington Holdings Ltd
erection of a four-storey
are expected to lodge a
structure to comprise retail
plarming application shortly
space at ground floor level,
for the development of a £20
offices at first and second
million deluxe country club
floor levels and apartments
on the 600 acre Lyons Estate
at third floor level at No's.
23-27 Lower Stephens Green, in Celbridge, which was
bought in June 1990 for £3
Dublin 2. The development
million by a Michael
measures, 1,717,87 sqm and
Smurfit's investment vehicle.
will be located on a 460 sqm
This application follows
site.
Smurfit's failure to sell the
historic estate at tender last
KERRY:
April
when it was put on the
Meat processors, Tralee Beef
market.
The plans involve
and Lamb have been given
the
restoration
of the main
the plarming go ahead to
Lyons
House,
the
conversion
renovate and upgrade the
of
an
ancillary
building
into a
existing facility and to
conference
centre
and
the
construct additional chilling
construction of one hundred
facilities, offices, toilets and
golf villas and a golf club also
ancillary accommodation at
for all ancillary roads, car
the Basin in Tralee. The
parking
and site works.
1,127 sqm complex, will be

DVANCE ALES EADS
facility at Watery Lane,
Swords, Co Dublin, following
the decision by Dublin
County Council to grant the
necessary plarming
permission. The 1,201 sqm
building will contain seven
laboratories, offices and extra
space which at a later stage
may be used as a laboratory.
Swords Laboratories are
agents and manufacturers of
cardio vascular, imaging
agents, antibiotics and antihypertensive drugs and
currently employ 25 people.
The £30 million Seagate
Computer plant which was
planned for Conshaugh in
Coolock has been postponed
for at least another year the
California corporation
announced last week. This
will mean that the valuable
fit out contract on the 15,000
sqm fonner Prime Computer
plant will also be shelved.
The reason for the
postponement is the
difficulties which have
already resulted in US data
storage products
manufacturers Maxtor
delaying its plans for the
fonner Nixdorf computer
plant in Bray, Co Wicklow.
The Industrial
Development Authority has
been granted plarming
permission to construct a
£200,000 extension to the
Business Centre at the IDA
Business Park, Whiteston,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. The
development will measure
1,274 sqm and will be
located on a 23,167 sqm site.
Parking will be provided for
an extra thirty-eight cars.

built in a structural steel
frame.
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Franklin Pharmaceuticals
Ltd (Irl) is to extend its plant
at the Eamonn Duggan
Industrial Estate, Athboy
Road, Trim. The singlestorey extension will measure
361 sqm and will be used
mainly for storage. Cusack
House will carry out the
building work.

KILKENNY:
Kilkenny Chocolate Ltd has
sought plarming pennission
for the erection of four
industrial units in two
buildings, parking entrance,
boundary walls and ancillary
related works at Site No. 27,
Industrial Estate, Hebron
Road, Kilkenny. The singlestorey units will measure 942
sqm in total and will be built
in a steel frame.

Work is to start shortly on
alterations and an extension
consisting of a new threeKILDARE:
storey over basement
PJ Hegarty & Sons Ltd has
building in Dublin 1 for the
been awarded the building
National Rehabilitation
contract for the erection of an
Board. Provisions include a
office building, completion of
toilet, lift and stairs block to
Fab building and erection of
the rear, an new three-storey
a
new support building
over basement emergency
covering approximately
stairs and ancillary
accommodation to the rear, a 20,000 sqm, and site works
as part of Phase 1I of the Intel
new roof extension over the
Project at Collinstown,
existing auditorium to the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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MEATH:

NORTHERN
IRELAND:

I

The Department of the
Environment is inviting
submissions from developers
and other parties interested
in developing a multi-storey
car park on a site bounded
by Talbot Street/Edward
Street/Exchange Street and
Exchange Street West in
Belfast's Northside in
accordance with a developers
brief which has been
prepared by the Department.

All infonnation is available
from the Department of the
Environment, Belfast.

TIPPERARY:
Pharmaceutical company
Rorer Ireland are set to
extend their plant at
Lisbunny Industrial Estate in
Nenagh at a cost of £ 1.6
million. The project involves
the erection of a three-storey
tablet building measuring
3,000 sqm.

WEXFORD:
Neil Hurley and Co Ltd,
started work three weeks ago
on the construction of an
extension to the rear of the
Sola ADC Lenses Plant No: 1
comprising additional
production area and
incorporating the existin
Luchem plant and the relocation of curing ovens at
Whitemill North, Wexford.
The work will also involve an
extension to the boiler house.
The single-storey extension
will measure 623 sqm and
will be situated on a 3.04
hectare site. Fox Brothers
have been awarded the steel
contract. Work on the
£200,000 project is due for
completion in February 1992.
Theo Benning GmbH has
been granted planning
permission for the erection of
an extension to existing
factory premises at the
Wexford Industrial Estate,
Killeens Townland. The
-:.~"
single-storey extension
measure 1,286 sqm and will
be situated on a 1.26 hectare
site. Mr Richard Browne of
Wexford Town has been
awarded the main building
contract on the £200,000
scheme.

WICKLOW:
Box manufactures,
Packaging Components Ltd,
has sought planning
pennission for the erection of
a new factory and associated
site works at the Local
Authority industrial site
adjacent to the IDA land at
lrishtown, Bray. The twostorey unit will measure
1,455 sqm and will be
situated on a 5,102 sqm site.
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GRUNDFOS PUMP POWER
et al.: BS News

Morepumps
tomoveeven
morewater
Grundfos announce a major expansion to their single
s

LM/LP and NM/NP pump ranges covering all motor powers from

0.25Kw to 30 Kw.
We've introduced a further 21 models to our LM/LP
in-line range and increased our NM/NP end-suction
range with 19 extra models. This will enable you
to specify Grundfos pumps to cover all
in-line applications up to 180m 3/hour, all
end-suction applications up to 160m3/hour
and frictional heads up to 60 metres.
All these models feature high
quality stainless steel components, for high
efficiency and reliability. Designed for a multitude
of duties covering heating, cooling and water
boosting applications they incorporate the same high standards of
construction and user benefits to be found in our existing ranges.
If you'd like to know more about these additions to our
es simply call our Sales Office.

-954926

GRUNDFOS®
Leaders in pump technology
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Telephone: (01) 954926. Fax: 954739.
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t::lXl SALES (IRL) L TD

FOR THE
BATTLE
AGAINST
SLUDGE
A non-acid treatment for cleaning existing
indirect heating systems and restoring circulation.
Non-corrosive X400 IS perfect for flushing all types of
systems, even those containing Aluminium, cleaning away
microbiological growths as well as magnetite sludge.
X400 IS the Ideal treatment for eXisting systems before
Installing new pumps and boilers to avoid premature
failure and noise problems - and It couldn't be easier to
use. Its vigorous cleaning action restores circulation In
part-blocked radiators without the need to remove them.
Safe and successful X400 IS produced by Grace Dearborn
and backed by 100 years of water treatment expertise proven In industrial heating, perfect for domestic and
commercial systems.

FflU PRODUCT ARMOUtr/1
GRK:E Dearborn
Widnes, Cheshire WAS 8UD,

Ireland's complete
heating and
plumbing
equipment supplier
o
o
o

Wholesale
Trade
Retail

t::lXl SALES (IRL) L TD

I~'

V

H & V House, North Road, Finglas, Dublin 11.
Telephone: (01) 345457; Fax: (01) 361209.

X300

PERfORM....NC£ \.10010

SENTINE
X400

P£RfORMANCE uaUIO

PRE-COAfII"UIOH
CliANER

Unit 2, Olde Sawmills Industrial Estate,
Ballymount Road, Walkinstown, Dublin 12.
Telephone: (01) 504773/4 - 504713.
Fax: (01) 504768.

PROTECTING CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEMS
34 BSNews, September 1991
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IDHE

11TH BIENNIAL CONVENTION

1992 - The European Challenge

NEWS

"1992 - The European
Challenge" is the theme of the
IDHE's 11th Biennial
Convention which will be held
in the Burlington Hotel,
Dublin, on 8 October next.
An exciting and informative
programme has been
arranged for the day-long
event, with leading industry
speaker, scheduled to make
presentations on areas and
issues which are of key
importance to consultants,
contractors manufacturers

and merchants alike. The
topics chosen are wideranging and diverse but
nonetheless have a common
theme, Le. the manner in
which the impending changes
post 1992 will influence and
impact on the Irish
marketplace. The entire
programme is listed below
and includes a booking form.
Early confIrmation of
attendance is advisable as a
large delegate participation is
anticipated. Industry support

The Institute of
Domestic Heating
and Environmental
Engineers 11th
BiennialConvention
8th October 1991

in the preparation of the
convention has been most
heartening with Bord Gais
contributing as the main
sponsor and as many as 45
fIrms acting as co-sponsors.
Their involvement, coupled
with that of the speakers and
the IDHE organising
committee, have set the scene
for what will undoubtedly
prove an invaluable and
memorable conference.

MAIN SPONSORS:

A BORD Gt:=iIS
OFFICIAL OPENING:
Bertie Aheme, TO, Minister for Labour,
will perform the official opening of the
Convention.

BOOKING FORM
Fee: £40 per person (includes luncheon, refreshments and documentation). Full time
students (special rate).
Name:

.

Organisation:

.

Address:

.

Tel:
Please reserve
Fee enclosed: Ir£

.
places at the IDHE 11th Biennial Convention
.

Signed:

.

Position:

.

Completed forms to be sent, with fees to
Convention Secretary, IDHE, 101 Trees Road, Mount Merrion, Co Dublin
Tel: 01-2884850 Fax: 01-2835085.
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STEP BY STEP TOWARDS A BETTER
CLEANER FUTURE
Children are the most precious natural
resource a country has; what they inherit helps
shape their future.
In Ireland, we have another precious
resource: the pure energy of Natural Gas the cleanest, most economical fuel
in the world.
It is the energy for better
living, helping to create a
brighter future for our
children, and our
children's children.
One step at a time.

A BORDGRIS
NATURAL GAS. THE ENERGY TO DO IT BETIER

MERRIOTT RADIATORS

are UNIQUE because:
• All Radiators are supplied with
Epoxy Polyester Powder
coated finish to RAL-BS
Standards
• The Extensive Range offers
heights from 70mm to
2500mm and lengths from
300mm to 6000mm

Concealed Headers are
Standard
• Radiators can be supplied in
Imm increments

./.} Move VI!. to Merriott./.}
Merriott Radiators,

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S70R

Davis R~ ClonmeL
umgmile R~ Dublin 12

Tel: (052) 22112/22822
Tel: (01) 504106.
40

et al.: BS News

IDHE 11 TH
Convention Programme
Morning Session
Chairman - Michael
Buckley,
Chairman CIBSE
8.45/9.15 Registration
9.35 - Formal welcome to
Mr. Bertie Aherne, ID,
Minister for Labour, by
Michael Conlon,
Chairman, Bord Gais.
9.45 - Official Opening
Address byBertie Aherne,
TD, Minister for Labour.
10.00 - Aims and
Objectives of the Institute
- incorporating CORGI
with special reference to
EEC directives on health
and safety procedures for
the contracting industry.
Paper to be presented by
Eric Farrow, Chairman
and Founder of IDHE (UK)
10.45 - Morning Coffee
11.00 - German Approach
to Contracting in the
Heating Industry including standards and
latest EEC directives.
Paper to be presented by
Horst Toborg, Consulting
Engineer, Hamburg,
Germany.
11.45 - Combined Heat

BIENNIAL CONVENTION

and Power.
Paper to be presented on
Gas-fired CHP Systems,
by Anthony O'Leary, MSc.
1. Eng (CEI).
Industrial / Commercial,
Sales Manager, Eastern
Region Bord Gais.
12.30 - Luncheon
Afternoon Session
Chairman - Mr Eric
Farrow, IDHE (UK)
13.45 - "Meeting the '92
challenge and responding
to users needs, with new
boiler technologies". Paper
to be presented by Manlio
Rizzo PHD, ME President CERG,
Management Consultant
with Roland Berger &
Partners, Millan.
14.30 - Total Quality
Management and the
Route to Third Party
Certification through
ICQA.
Paper on "Total Quality
Management Assessment
Certification and Irish
Construction Assurance to
be presented by Mike
Jones, Executive Officer,
Construction Industry
Federation.
The Management of

Quality in the
Construction Industry and
the In-Company
Responsibility of Senior
Management.
Paper to be presented by
John Maguire, Executive
Officer, Construction
Industry Federation.
15.15 - Afternoon Tea
15.30 - The Proposed
Standards for Chemical
Protection of Wet Central
Heating Systems.
Paper to be presented by
John Lane, Grace
Dearborn Ltd, Cheshire,
England or Keith Walker,
Group Leader, European
International Division,
British Gas.
16.15 - Natural Gas - the
development of the
natural gas industry from
1982 to date; planned
future development and
distribution; future
supplies and
other aspects pertaining to
the industry.
Paper to be presented by
Jim Owens, Market
Development Manager,
Bord Gais.
17.15 - Conclusion of
Conference Session

Closing Address by

Convention Co-Sponsors
Arcon Heating & Plumbing
Supplies; ABB Asea Brown
Boveri Ltd; BSS (Ire) Ltd;
Barlo Heating Ltd;
Cambell & Cooke Ltd;
Calor Teoranta; CHS Ltd;
C&F Ltd; CH Rads Ltd;
Chadwicks Plumb Centre;
Construction Industry
Federation (CIF);
Coppercraft Ltd; Davies of
Fairview; Drayton Controls
(Engineering) Ltd; Euro
Heating & Plumbing
Supplies Ltd; Flogas Plc;
Fingal Heat Ltd; Fenton
Fires; General Building
Supplies Co; Grundfos
(Ire) Ltd; Gas & Oil Parts
Ltd; Gasworld Services;
Grant Engineering Ltd;
H&V Sales (Ire) Ltd;
Heatequip Ltd; Heatovent
Ltd; Heatmerchants Ltd;
Hevac Ltd; Irish Metal
Industries Ltd; Kingspan
Veha Ltd; Manotherm Ltd;
La Martine Ltd; Myson
(Ire) Ltd; GT Phelan Ltd;
PLM Ltd; Runtalrad Ltd;
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd; Taney
Distributors Ltd; Unidare
Heating & Plastics Ltd;
Waterford Stanley; Wilo
Pumps Ltd;

EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY YOU
CAN TAKE FOR GRANTED.

muIIi

OIL-FIRED BOILERS

In recent years Grant
Engineering have built a
solid reputation for
building superblyefficient solid fuel back
boilers.
What's more Grant have
earned an equallydependable reputation

for producing a range of
highly-efficient oil-fired
boilers.
Based on a patented
design principle
featuring the unique
Triple Pass system,
Grant oil-fired boilers
actually boast an

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Grant E~ineerin~ Limited.
Crinkle. Birr. Co Offaly.
rei: (0509) 20089/20352
Fax: (0509) 21060

increa ed boiler surface
area to help you get
more heat from your
boiler.
Grant oil-fired boilers
are so versatile they can
be installed anywhere indoor , outdoors or in
a boiler house with

extreme ease of
servicing by
removablility of front
doors. With a new all
time high in efficiency
and economy, no
wonder more and more
homes are warming to
Grant oil-fired boilers.

Cleaning Door removed 10 show
how efficiency is achieved (rom
Triple Pass Syslem.
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"Alpha 4" Improved

PRODUCTS

The "Alpha 4" large commercial
boiler range from Modular Heating
Sales of Basildon is now offered
with increased output, new casing
and Quality Assurance to BS5750.
The "Alpha 4" range is of cast-iron
construction and is supplied with
matching power-flame burners

head pump with 3-speed control);
SD 63 (A six metre head pump with
3-speed control); and SD 51 and
SD 61 (with fixed maximum output
for use in specialised applications
such as combination boilers).
Ciaran MacDermott, Commercial
Director for Myson (Irl) said: ''We
are delighted with the new range,
launched to replace the Comet and
Unit Five and Six. Our aim has
been to provide installers with a
pump that meets all their
requirements. Our extensive
market research, conducted over a
number of years, has played a vital
role in the product development of
the SMC-SD pump.
"The new anti-rotation bar hole which makes installation easieris just one example of how a
design feature has been
incorporated in response to the
installers' requests".

"Alpha 4" boiler range from modular
heating sales.

suitable for oil, gas or dual fuel
burning. the boilers are supplied
with fully-insulated casing 100mm plus of insulation - and
have operating efficiencies up to
84%.

Details from Myson (Ireland) Ltd,
Sales & Distribution Office, Unit 12
E, Packmore Industrial Estate,
Longmile Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01509075; Fax: 01-553629.

New Dunham-Bush
Finvector Brochure
Consulting engineers are the prime
target audience for a new fullcolour brochure published by
Dunham-Bush Ltd on the
company's Finvector perimeter
heating system.
Three basic Dunham-Bush
Finvector casing styles are
available in a choice of heights and
widths. Specifiers may select top
outlet, sloping outlet and front
outlet styles in either 60mm or
90mm "slimline" widths.
Mechanical information on
dimensions and performance is
included, but the new publication is
intended as a companion volume to
the full technical literature whi
also available from Dunham- ".1
on request.
Details from Dunham-Bush Ltd,
European Headquarters, Downley
Road, Havant, Hampshire, P09
2JD. Tel: (0705) 477700.

In common with all Modular
Heating Sales' comprehensive
series of boilers, the "Alpha 4"
range is available with single pipe
header system for simplified
installation when used in modular
format.
Details from Modular Heating
Sales, 35 Nobel Square, Burnt Mills
Industrial Estate, Basildon, Essex
SS131LT.

Myson SMC Domestic
Pump
A new domestic pump range - the
Myson SMC-SD - has been
launched by Myson to speed
installation and improve
performance.
The new range offers a choice of 2speeds with flow regulation for
variable control, or simple switched
3-speeds, and encompasses both
5m and 6m head pumps to suit any
system. Other SMC-SD features
include: SD 52 (two speeds and a
flow regulator); SD 53 (A five metre

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss7/1
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Pictured at the launch of the new Amazon rainwater system from Wavin are (left to
right) Flan Maher, Wavin; Noel Keogh, Dublin Providers and Martin Monaghan and
Paddy Maguire, both from Drumriley Construction Ltd, Celbridge.
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Malleable Iron Pipe Fittings

George Fischer is one of
Europe's leading manufacturers
of malleable irQn fittings.
+GF+ Malleable iron fittings
have been made in the Group's
British foundry at Bedford since
1933, but the first fittings
production by George Fischer
started in 1865 at Schaffhausen
in Switzerland. By that time the
name Fischer was already

widely known and respected in
the iron industry, for the business
started by Johann Conrad
Fischer in 1802 was founded on
a belief in sound engineering
and good workmanship.
Today, the George Fischer
Group, whose products are
renowned throughoutthe world,
is an impressive testimony to its
founder's principles.

GEORGE FISCHER +GF+

IaHevac Limited

Tube Company
of Ireland
Limited

70172 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 301211. Telex: 32104. Fax: 301990.
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters

MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for. industrial instruments
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